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       On the Flexural Deflecti'on of a Moderately Thick Plate

              Part I. Equation of Defiection of a Thick Plate

                  Satoru IGARAsHl* Akira MIyAucHI*
                  Ei Iti TAKTzAwA*'Tohru NlsHIMuRA**

                            (Received Jgne 28, 1980)

                                  R6sum6

    Equation of deflection of a moderateiy thicl< p}ate is obtained by expanding

components of displacement into power s.eries in the coordinate perpendicular to

the surface of the plate. Assuming that the thic}<ness of plate is small, equations

of defiection for a plate are given to the third order approximation. The present

equations are compared with approximate equations hitherto obtained.

    The method presented here enables us to calculate morg precise equations of

defiection with any desired accuracy.

                E1. Notations and Fundamental EquatioRs

                                   '                                       tt                                      '                                              '                                                      'Notations

    xi: rectangular coordinates, (i=1,2,3)

    ei: components of displacement, (i=1, 2, 3)

    ,,j=-l}-(36:cj, + oa:gcz:,): components of strain, (i,]'=i, 2, 3)

    eitk:::Ell+S22+e33,

    Aw=Reteic6is+2"eij: components of stress, (i,7'=1,2,3)

with Lam6's constants 2 and Le,

    (l, m) == IR+7nFt, (l, 7n, 2i) == IR2+7nRpt+npt2, etc.

    h: thicl<ness of plate,

        hS(O, 1) (1, 1)
    D= 3<1,2) :fiexuralrigidityofplate,and

    xvo: defiection of plate, i, e. vertical displacement of the middle plane of plate.

    We shall take xi- and x2-axes on the middle plane of plate, x3-axis being directed

downwards. (cf. Fig. 1)

    Love's treatmenti> of a moderately･thick plate starts from the stress-analysis

of a three-dimensional elastic body, and takes the trace of stress tensor to be

equal to eo+x3ei, where eo and ei are plane harmonic functions.
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                          Fig.1. CoordinateSystem.

    Our present method is a natural extension of the. method to treat the lon-

gitudinal vibration of a moderately thick bar proposed by one of the present authors,

Takizawa2), and is found to be similar to the method of initial functions by Vlasov3).

FtendamentalEquations ,. . ''
    Equations of equilibrium of an elastic body read:

                                                                    '
        O==OaA.i,'i=(2+pt)aO.,eltk+ptd36i, (i=1,2,3) (1'1)

                                         'with

                       a2 .             02
        a3 == ox2 =A+ oxz'

    The strained state (I) caused in a plate under the distributed external pressure

p on its upper surface, can be decomposed into the two strained states, namely (II)

and (III) in Fig. 2. The state (II) expresses the strained state under pressure -p12

on the upper surface and +p12 on the lower surface. While, the state (III) cor-
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responds to the strained stgte under pressure -p/2 on the upper and lower surfaces,

respectively.

    We shall treat here the problem in state (II). So, one can expand the com-

ponents''ofdisplaeementasfollows:'  ''

            oo       6i = E u2ic+i zrgk+i,
           ic=-o

            co       6, =: 2!Il w,,.,:tgk+i, (1-2)
           k-O
            co       g, = z w,, xgk,
           k t.O

where, ztk, wk, and wic, are functions of xi and x2.

    By means of (1-2), the right-hand sides of egs. (1-1) are also expressed in

power series in x3. Putting the coethcients of-the same power in x3 equal to zero

in eqs. (1-1), we obtain the following equations*:

        u,,., = (2(i+i)ik) ! [Aic u,+ --fe(g'21) Aig'i aO., (s,-Aw,)], (fe=o, i, 2, ･･･)

                                                              '(1-3)
       '                                                               '    . v,,.,=(2(k-+i)ik)![Akv,+kg'21)AkrmiaO.,(E,-ATv,1], (k=o,i,2,･-'･) '''

                                ,-. , . .･･(1-4).
        w2k=((Skl)sle. [Akwe+ka(l'21)dic-i(Ei-dwe]], (k==O,1,2,･`') ,(1-5)

with

        E,--a,;lg'l'-+3a,W,l. .. ' (i-6)

    By means of (1-3)N(1-6), components of strain and stress can be expressed

by zti, vi, and wo.

                S2. Boundary Conditions at the Upper and
                       Lower Surfaces ef tke PIate

    Boundary conditions at the surfaces of the plate shall be taken to 'be:

        ±{l--=A33=REkic+2Lte33, at c3=±g

           o=A31==2pt£31, at xs=±g

and

           OFA32=2pte32, at x3=:±-h2--

i. e.

 * We understand that the zero-th power ofthe Laplacian operator is equal to unity, i. e, dO=1.
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       ±g･=,ze=O,(±-li't)2ippt[(1,2)(2k+2)z.,,-.,+(1,O)E',,.,], (2-1)

           O== tt.,(±S' )2ic[.bO., w2k+(2k+i) u2k+i], (2-2)

and

           o=,zo=e,(±g)2ic[oOx, w,k+(2k+1) v,,.,]. , (2-3)

    By means of (1-3)Av(1-6), eqs. (2-1)t･-(2-3) read :i

  {l-(i, i) -{lf - ,zco=,(-(i2)kici23k)i, 2) (g)2ic[(2k+i, 2k) dic+2zv,-(2k+3, 2k+4) Aic+is,],

  ,zoo=, ((lkl)!k (g)2ic[Aicu,+ 2(ki(,is)i) tiic-i-oO., g,,- (2k'(ii:22k) -2) Aic oO., Tv,] =o,

                                                             (2-5)
and

  ,zO=O, ((akl)!ic (g)2ic[diic v,+ 2(kl(,ls)1) Ak-i oa,,, s,- (2k-(111 22k) -2) dk oO., .,] .. o,

                                            . (2-6)
with flexural rigidity D of plate of thickness h:

            hS(O, 1) (1, 1)
        D== 3(1,2) '

    From (2-5) and (2-6), we have:

        ,zco=, ((ikl)!ic (g)2k[(2k+1,2k+2)dicE,-(2k-1,2fe-2) dk+iw,] = o, (2-7)

and
                                                                '        ,zco=, ((5kl); (g)2icdte g,-o, (2-s)

                                             '                                         'with

            OUI OVI        9i == ox, -Ub2El=' (2-9)
                 S3. Approximate Equatiens of Flexural

               . DeflectionofaThickPIate

    When the thickness h of plate is small compared with its lateral dimensions,

we obtain zti and vi, by means of (2-5).v(2-7), as follows:

        u, = - oOx, zv,-(g)2 2(1(l,21) A oOx, .,m(-g-)4 2(13,(ll (24); 5) AdJaOx, w,rm

                   -(g)62(1,lis((21Z,2g,8,43)AAaoO.,,.,-･-･, (3-1)
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                                       '                                                        '      '        wi =: -'-bZ'2 -oI ((li/il-j,2 mll ii i21,Z,l,,ijs2?i :,-s Si)1-li /i'(l'/#-,?'･. dd $Ti" wi// 6,

    From(3-1)and(3-2),wehave: ･ '. .･ '''
                                        ..                                         '        g,:=:-3k--3--.V-//-==o... '. '. (3-3)

Eq. (3-3) shows that there is a function ip such that: '

    ･' it,==g,9,5,', w,=aa,ip,,, ･(3-4)-

                                                                  /                                                         '                                                      '        E, == dip. ' (3-5)･
    Introducing(3-4)into(3-1)and(3-2),weobtain: '.

        ip==-zoo-{S'21)7(g)2ATe,o--2-(-i3'(ll(24)s5)(-h-2)`dAw,-.... ,.'....,

  ... .i. . ,i,..r.2(1,11)s(2(IZ,2g¥,43)(-g)6Add.,--･･-. -･ ･-- ･ '(3i6),

Substituting(3-5)and(3-6)into(2-4),weobtain:., .... .

        -{}--dn-o: ,{ii3<acli2z)liggg,W.(og')4,,,ll,L-ii ･ '' '"1

            '' +(3s969,1315s716286(117,124),20,72400)(Lh2r)6ddAAA.,+..,.i(3-7) ,1

    Anothermethodtoobtain(3-7)isasfollows. Applying6perat61s:' '

    ,zOe/,(-1)kk2k+(ila)2fe! +2) (L//.)2ic,lk, ..d ,zO=O.6(h1)it (2k+2)(S2fek++33) ,!2k+4) (mliim)2i,4..,h+l,

respectively to (2-4) and (2-7), and eliminating Si, we have:

.. , Je-ao(-:)g,iZ',it/L?11,X,ill?2,:il･.4',gl(<zs?,,.-,,k),(g)2r.l+2-oi /,,'. ..(b-g's

                                                     tt
,",S.S"

.::g.,gPl.t. tV,e. t,h.iC,lr,".e S, O,[.,gia.tS (8'Hl; s,ge,,a,ig･ ,o,n.e,gfi:.g..n,d ,t.h,ath. ;he inverse of

    s- (,,i,j'(i + 6?i ,4S) (g)2A. (i,7i (4,O, ･,?,4) (rhi)44,± "(.lglll (,7)･, 8rm) (-li,an)6h,hi ,,1 ･J･

                                            , . ,1..,...(3-9)
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Applying this operator 8 to both sides of (3-8), we also obtain (3-7).

    Truncating the series in (3-7), one can obtain the approximate equations for

deflection of a. plate with any desired accuracy. We shall present here the equa-

tions to the third order approximation.

A) Zbro-th Order Ampro:imation

    Retaining the terms of O(hO) in (3-6) and in the right-hand side of eq. (3-7),

we obtain:

Eq. (3-11) is the equation for deflection of a plate in the zero-th order approximation

in our theory, and is nothing but the usual equation for a thin plate. Eqs. (3-4)

with (3-10) read:

               oo        Ul=-axl wo, and vl=-ox2?uo, (3-12)
which are usually taken in the theory of thin plate.

B) First Order A2tiproximation

    When we retain terms of O(h2) in (3-6) and in the right-hand side of (3-7),

we get:

        ip=-wo- {il'21) (g)2Azuo, (3-i3)
                                                       '                                                         '                                                      '        p=DAA(Tu,+ (io3iil62)) (g)2Awo]. (3-i4)

Eq. (3-14) is the equation for deflection of a plate in our first order approximation.

Equation given by Speare and Kemp4> from Reissner's theory5) has an elastic constant

(12, 16) instead of (13, 16) in our expression (3-14).

C) Slecond Order Amproximation

    If we retain terms of O(h`) in (3-6) and in the right-hand side of eq. (3-7),

we have:

        ip=-.,-{g,21)(g)2A,.,ww-2-L13,(ll(24)s5)-(g)4dd.,, (3-ls)

for ip, and obtain equation:

                         '                                '        p = Ddd(.,+ (11o3(,ll62)) (g)2d.,+ (147gzgZIO,4s)?332) (g･ )4AA.,], (3-16)

for deflection of a plate in our second order approximation.

D) Third Order Altiproximation

    As for the third order approximation, we retain terms of O(h6) in (3-6) and

in the right-hand side of eq. (3-7), and obtain:
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        ip = -.,- <g,21) (g)2A,,,,- 2(li(ll (24)s5) (g)4AA.,.

            -2(1,11)s((21Z,2g,8,43)(g)6AAd,.,, ･･ - (3-17)

        p == DAA(Tu,+ (io3('il62)) (g)2a.,+ (i47gzgZiO,4i)?332) (r:-)`AA,.,+

            +(35969,1315s716286(117,124),20,72400)(g)6AAd,,,1. . (3-ls)

Eq. (3-18) is the equation for deflection of a plate in our third order approximation.

    In a similar inanner, we can continue the process of approximation, truncating

the series in (3-6) and (3-7) at higher order terms in h, and can obtain the ap-

proximate equations for deflection of a p!ate with any desired accuracy.

       S4. Comments for Boundary CoRditions at the Vertical Plane

    As for the boundary conditions at the vertical plane of the plate, we shall

    a) For the case of fixed boundary, boundary conditions should be: '

        &=62=63=O. at xi==const. and x2=const.

    b) For a simply supported plate, these conditions may read:

        es=O, and An==Aie=O, at xi==const.

                 'and

        e3=O, and A22=A2i=O, at x2==const,

or, in the alternative forms:

        e2=63==O, and An=O, at xt=const.

and

        ei==63==O, and A22==O. at x2=const.

    c) For free boundary at the vertical plane, we should tal<e:

        An==Ai2=Ai3=O, at xi=const.

and

        A22=A2i::=A23=O. at x2==const.
                                                                         '                                                                      '    These boundary condi{ions contain terms of integral powers of h and are

expanded into the power series in x3 in the expressions of displacements and stress,

and we should take appropriate terms of higher order of h and x3 for solving
approximate equations of the plate, namely eqs. (3-11), (3-14), (3-16), (3-18), etc.
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                               ttt t-ttttt t                             / .,,/.1, t･ .                          ' iS5･ DiseussioR

i) /?t4tf?g.i.px･gq".af,eugyf`gtg'oma,k"g,i"g,d,JI160k'i"..'eg,' /･:[.8,',..g ,fi ,h, f6,., of eds. (3-ii)･

(3-14), (3-16), etc.' It`･,is,also'possible to,obtain approximate equations from eq.

(3-8) in a somewhat different man'ner.

    Retoining terms of O(h2).in the left=hand side of <3-8), we obtain:

        (IT-2(3d,4S)(12')2di]p=DddTvo, (s-1)

which is slightly different from an equation given by Timoshenko and Krieger6),

and by'Sale'rno and Goldberg7) from Reissner's theory5). Our equation contains

h214 in the 'left-hand side in (5-1), while these authors6',7' tool< h215 instead of hny4.

    Negl:cting,teri}}.sofO(h2)ineq.(3-8),weljave: ..,.
                                                                 '          '            '                   tt                              '                                                                   '
             '                                                                      'iXi'h'{ch ''ig'n6{"hihgi6tit the usual equation for defle6tion of a thin prdte and coincides

with our zero-th Qrder app.rpximation (3-11). Whiie, if we retain terms of O(h2)

in both sides of eq. (3-8), we obtain:

                     ttttttt t                      t tt        (,-6ii,4L)(S,)2d],.=D(,-g(g)2A]AA,.,... .(s-3)

Applying the inverse of the operator in the right-hand side of (5-3) to both sides

of eq. (5-3), and retaining terms of O(h2), one can find that eq. (5-3) is reduced

to the following equation:

        (i- (io3('il62)) (g)2d]p=DAAzev,, (s-4)

which differs also from the equation derived by the authors cited above6),7), who

took an elastic constant (12,16) instead of (13,16) in (5-4). We can find that

equations having differential operators-applied to p, such as in (5-1) and (5-4), are

reduced to eq. (5-2),.,.when .pressure p is distributed uniformly over the surface of

                  tt/ /the plate. Here we shoWed eqs. (5-1) and (5-4) mereiy for the sake of comparison

withtheequationsgivenbytheauthorscitedabove. -'

ii)Ontheproblemofaplateinstate(III) ･
    It is also necessary to treat the problem in state (III), if we wish to have the

detailed stress in state (I), We c4n obtain the fundamental equations for state (III)

by means of a sithll'a'Jr'" pi6'6eddre as was given in g1 and g2. I'n this case, com-

ponents'of,displacementshhllbetakentobe:'' ' .,
            t. ...t ....../t . . ..   ttt ttt t          tt ttttt tt tt . ..                                                     '      ,.,'･･li,...--.,.1..f.--1,'),,/..'.,-･i.,- , ,,,･･ - ''
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           co       e,=zu,kxgin, - ･, .                                                  '           ic L-e

           co       e2 = z v2in xgk,
                                               '           k=O

       63 ::=Zw2le+ixgk+i. ,,.'･
           k-O
Introducing (5-5) into equations of equilibrium (1-1), we have:

       u2k = ((Eikl)IL[Aic u,+ ft8'S) Aic-i oa,,, (E,+ w,)], (fe = o,.i, 2, T･･)

       v2ic ::= [iki) )!ic [ditvo+ it81'S) dknyi-oOx, {Se+wi]], (k ±'Ol i, 2, ･･･)

and

       xv2k+i - (2(i+iiic)t [dic Tvi- %l'S) Aic(Eo+Te),]], (k ='o, 1, 2, ･･･)

with

        MOUOOVO '   BounOdea:y OcJrtind+itiaoXn2s 'at the upper and lower surfaces of the plate

        -g==A33==2ekk+2pts33, at x3=±g

           O=A31=2pte31, at x3=±g

and

          o=A32=2pte32. at rs=±g

Introducing (5-5) into (5-7) with (5-6), we obtain

       -g- -= pco=, (,E,l): g

       ,£eLO.,-(JSi.i)6i(-Z-- K2k(?i,ii)2k),ic?.-,

           + (2k:1o,i)igi'i) Aic oO., So ==O'

and

       ,zco=,(6km.il3,(g (2k(+,,'i)2fe)-Aic,O.,

             (2le + 1) (1, 1)           + (o,1) dicoO.,E,=o.

From eqs. (5-9) and (5-10), we have:

                      the following

( )2in[(2k-1,2k-2)Aiczvi+(2k-1,2k)AicEo],

)2le[Aic+iuo+

           ]

)2ic[dic+ivo+

           ]

wt +

wt+

             365

        (5-5)

        (5-6)

      shall read:

       (5-7)

          '

    .equatlons:

       (5-8)

       (5-9)

      '

      (5-10)
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         ,ze=e, (2(fe-+1)ric)-! (-h2-)2le[(2k+ 1, 2fe) dk+iTv, +(2k+ 1, ?k+ 2) dic+ig,O = o, (s-n)

                                                     '

                                                     '
         ,:e=O,(i-+i-I-k-s--r(-g-)2kAic+is2,-o, ,,･ (s-i2)

                                                    '
              Ouo Owo
         9o=F･o.,-ithr･.,,, -',.. (5-13)
                                                    '            '
Eqs. (5-8)-(5-10) (or eqs. (5-8), (5-11), and (5-12)) can be used to obtain approxi-

mateequationsforamoderatelythickpiateinstate(III). .

            '
      i'n Part II of our paper, we shall give solutions of the problem for a moderately thick

   plate under distributed pressure over the surface of the plate, when the plate is simply

   supported at its edge,

            '
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